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Session on Commodity Grade Criteria

Are Standards of Identity Obsolete or Redundant?
Padberg and Phillip Kaufman

Informal standards of identity were being
developed by the Bureau of Chemistry,
USDA, around the turn of the century
These standards were recipes—often
similar to the recipes typically used at
home. Related to the early manufactured
foods such as canned foods, cheeses,
bread and other products from processed
cereals (e.g., farina), they were useful in
regulating "food adulteration and
misbranding"—responsibilities of the
Bureau of Chemistry and later at the
Food and Drug Administration (FDA). At
present, FDA has responsibility for
standards of identity for many processed
food products while the Food Safety and
Inspection Service, a division of USDA,
retains responsibility for processed
products containing meat and poultry.

These product definitions have
always been of a contentious nature (the
standard for bread required 10 years of
negotiations). Yet, they have been a
successful policy instrument, especially
during the first half of the century. They
were a rather comfortable extension to a
food system of commodities but are a less
realistic policy instrument for more
differentiated products. In earlier days,
they were important in the regulation of
additives and in labeling. Both of these
functions have been superseded as new,
more specialized laws have been passed.
The 1990 policy on nutritional labeling
makes standards redundant in some
respects. The purpose of this paper is to
study the purpose and function of food
standards of identity as the policy
currently exists and to assess whether
they are appropriate in today's conditions
and in light of other current policies.

1The views expressed herein are those of the authors
and do not represent official policy or opinions of the
U.S. Department of Agriculture.

History and Purposes of
Standards of Identity

Standards of identity were important in
the earliest development of food
regulation. The identities of the product
and each functional ingredient were
specified in detail. This policy was
intended to maintain the definition and
integrity of a food product for purposes
of trade as well as safety from toxic
preservatives and other new and
untested ingredients. This pattern was
maintained until the late 1960s when
standards were written to allow any "safe
and suitable" functional ingredient.
Greater flexibility also developed in
primary ingredients. This divides the
history into two parts, 1900-1969, the
recipe period, and the more flexible
"guidelines" period, from 1969 to the
present.

As long as agricultural products
have been produced, processed, and
distributed, opportunities for economic
gain through unethical practices have
presented themselves. Throughout
history, examples of adulteration and
misrepresentation of agricultural and
food products have been documented
(Crawford 1054, Hutt 1984). In early U.S.
history, individual states passed laws
governing the sale of many agricultural
commodities, as well as food products
(Crawford). Both the potential for
economic benefits to producers and
marketers and the risk to the public were
significantly heightened as a result of the
Industrial Revolution. Before then, most
foods were prepared in the home. In
addition, many households engaged in
farming, allowing for some degree of self-
sufficiency in raw ingredients and food
production. With industrialization, food
production was transferred from the
household to the factory. Mass
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production methods led to the
development of food processing and
distribution industries. Consumers of
these food products could not readily
determine the processes applied or
ingredients used in marketed food
products, nor were there uniform laws in
place to protect the unknowing and
unsuspecting public. By the early 1900s,
most states had enacted legislation
governing unethical and harmful
practices involving food products. Not
surprisingly, there was little uniformity
among these regulations, such that
interstate marketing of food products was
severely hampered. As a result, consumer
protection from unethical practices by
food marketers was piecemeal and
incomplete under state statutes.

State chemists were among the
first to recognize the need for uniformly
applied laws both to protect the public
and to facilitate the marketing of
processed food products. In the federal
government, chemists working in the
Bureau of Chemistry at the USDA also
saw the necessity for legislation. Their
research documented the various
chemical additives used in food products
which were, in sufficient quantities,
known to be poisonous. As the risks of
adulteration and unethical practices
involving food and medicine became
publicized, their work received
heightened visibility among the public,
including the media and consumer
advocacy groups. Writing about working
conditions in the meat packing industry,
Upton Sinclair (1906) unintentionally
provided additional impetus for public

outcry over the unsanitary conditions he
described.

The first federal legislation to
address the need for pure food products

and consumer protection was introduced
in 1879; between 1879 and 1906 another
103 bills were initiated, although none
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was enacted. In 1900, a senate committee
investigating adulteration and
misbranding of food concluded "that
deleterious food products should be
prohibited and the rest thoroughly
regulated" (Hutt 1984). Congress did
authorize funding for the Bureau of
Chemistry to investigate adulteration of
food products in 1903 (Crawford). As
part of that work the Bureau developed
more that 200 "recipes" as food standards
prior to 1906.

The "Recipe" Period
One of the high watermarks in the history
of food regulation in the United States is
the Pure Food and Drug Act of 1906. The
Act specifically prohibited a food product
if it contained "any added poisonous or
other added deleterious ingredient which
may render such article injurious to
health" (Huft 1984). The 1906 Act also
required labeling of any additives or
chemicals used. It protected the consumer
against contaminated food in that it
prohibited products containing a "filthy,
decomposed, or putrid" ingredient. And
it regulated the misbranding of food
products, but only against presenting
false information on the label.

Although the Bureau of Chemistry
submitted a number of standards or
"recipes" for common food staples for
inclusion in the 1906 Act, they were left
out of the final legislation. Thus, the
problem of "economic" adulteration and
misrepresentation of food products by
manufacturers persisted. These foods met
all criteria of the 1906 Act, yet were
considered inferior by regulating
agencies, since they posed the threat of
economic harm to an unsuspecting
consumer. Indeed, the FDA was ruled
against when it challenged "Bred Spred"
as an imitation fruit preserve (jam). The
FDA claimed the product was
adulterated to conceal its inferiority. The
label pictured fruit and indicated a
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"strawberry flavor," but contained less
than half the fruit ingredients commonly
used in jam or similar home recipes. The
inability to regulate such activity
prompted the FDA to seek additional
authority through new legislation. By
establishing food standards of identity,
the FDA could enforce laws against
unethical practices, including instances of
economic adulteration represented by the
Bred Spred case. At the urging of FDA
Commissioner Crawford, a bill was
introduced in the Senate in 1933,
designed to curb unethical practices of a
economic nature. It also expanded
adulteration enforcement and provided
for inspection of food processing and
manufacturing establishments.

The proposed bill culminated in
the enactment of the Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic (F,D&C) Act of 1938. This law
rewrote the Pure Food and Drug Act,
addressing its shortcomings which had
become apparent. Because the 1938 Act
contained provisions for establishing
food standards of identity, the FDA could
now pursue economic adulteration cases.
More importantly, the creation of food
standards of identity was viewed by both
manufacturers and consumers as
beneficial. Food processors sought a
"level playing field" among like
competitors. Food standards provided a
benchmark from which to identify and
prosecute those products that purport to
be of a standard but whose ingredients

do not conform as required.
Manufacturers were now protected from
potential economic harm as a result of
competitors' unethical practices.

Consumers would be able to rely
on a common or generic name, knowing
that other products similarly identified
were comparable in ingredients. In
addition, the new law required the listing
of optional ingredients, such as
preservatives. Thus, standards provided
consumers with convenient means to
identify most staple foods, despite the
growing number of branded and highly
differentiated products being marketed.
The standards of identity also protected
the consumer from unscrupulous food
marketers offering products that
"purport to be" of a standard when in
fact inferior ingredients were used.

At the outset, standards of identity
were ". . . a recipe for both economic and
safety reasons," in order to "promote
honesty and fair dealing in the interest of
consumers" (Sec. 401, F,D&C Act).
Among the first food standards of
identity were fruit preserves and canned
foods, as well as other packaged
traditional staples (Merrill and Collier
1974). Under the F,D&C Act, almost 300
food standards of identity ultimately
were issued, accounting for about 45
percent of the wholesale value of food
products shipped across state lines,
excluding fresh fruit and vegetables
(Federal Register 1979).
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FDA interpreted its new authority
very broadly, requiring strict adherence
to the standard as defined. All other
similar foods were ruled illegal under

Sec. 410 of the F,D&C Act, unless labeled

"imitation." At the urging of the medical
profession, many standards were created

featuring added nutrients, that had been
lost in processing, or were deemed
critical to improving nutritional health.
These standards included enriched farina

cereal and flour in 1942, and, following

World War II, bread, dairy products,
macaroni and noodle products, and

margarine (Hutt 1984). The FDA initially

required all other enriched foods that
otherwise were comparable to an existing

standard to be labeled as "imitation." As

a result of the growing number of
nonconforming products, the FDA ceased

challenging violations of the "imitation"

labeling requirement in the 1950s.
However, enforcement continued to
prevent nonstandard foods from using
the name of the comparable standard.

Changing technology in food
processing brought other challenges to
the regulatory process. Manufacturers

began to use vitamin and mineral
fortification as a marketing tool. This led

FDA to develop guidelines for
enrichment of foods in order to protect

consumers from "over-fortification."
New technology produced functional

ingredients such as emulsifiers,
stabilizers, and thickening agents, not

specified as part of the original standard.

Because of the lengthy review and
approval process, the food standards

could not easily accommodate these

innovations. Under pressure from the

food industry and others, FDA modified

some food standards in the 1960s to

permit any unspecified "safe and

suitable" functional ingredient for some

food standards (Food Additives

Amendment of 1958, Color Additive

Amendments of 1960). Although the
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"safe and suitable" rule was used mostly
for minor functional ingredients
(additives), it gave products some
flexibility in times of rapidly changing
technology and active product
differentiation.

The "Guidelines" Period
(1969 to the present)
From 1938 to the late 1960s, food
standards of identity provided the central
means for FDA's regulation, enforcement,
and policy authority. During the 1960s,
medical science began to document links
between diet and health. Attempting to
increase awareness of healthful foods,
manufacturers wished to include
information about the qualities of specific

ingredients. FDA's response was to
prohibit health and nutrition claims in
order to control what was termed
"nutrition quackery." At a time when
hunger and malnutrition were receiving
congressional and media attention, FDA's
restrictive regulatory approach became
increasingly viewed as at odds with these

concerns. When, in 1970, a White House

conference was held, ostensibly to discuss
public policy needs towards improving
nutrition, a report was presented by
administration officials that "criticized
and rejected" FDA's regulatory scope and
direction toward food policy. The White
House report called for expanded
nutritional information through labeling
and new emphasis on incentives to
encourage nutritionally sound foods. To

ensure that these changes were adopted,

contributors to the report were placed in
leadership positions at FDA (Hull 1989).

The result of these developments
was to significantly lessen the restrictions

governing food standards. At this
juncture, the "recipe" period came to an

end. In its place, FDA introduced
regulations aimed at facilitating new food
products that did not necessarily conform

to existing standards of identity but were
161
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nutritionally equal or superior to them.
The "safe and suitable" rule was
extended to all food standards.
Application of the "purports to be" clause
regarding nonconforming foods was
severely curbed, such that only basic
ingredients were considered. Thus,
macaroni with protein enrichment did
not violate the macaroni food standard.
Likewise, goats' milk yogurt did not
violate the yogurt standard, even though,
in both examples, neither protein
enrichment nor goats' milk were
specified in the existing standards. The
"imitation" labeling requirement for
nonconforming foods was changed to
apply only in cases where the
nonstandard product was nutritionally
inferior. FDA also announced new
policies in 1985 that would allow food
products to include health claims,
provided they could be substantiated by
qualified experts (Hutt 1989).

In exchange for these
liberalizations, the FDA posed new
requirements for labeling and related
product information. These features
included (1) encouragement of
manufacturers to include both mandatory
and optional ingredient labeling; (2)
dietary information; (3) "common name"
labeling for nonstandard food products,
to include distinguishing characteristics
from an existing food standard. Thus,
grape drink would be labeled to include
the percentage of grape juice, and
nondairy creamer would contain labeling
distinguishing it from the dairy product
equivalent.*

The significance of the
"guidelines" period was to allow new
formulations to compete with their
traditional counterparts. No new food
standards have been issued since 1970, as
a result of FDA's new regulatory
emphasis. In this new era, the role of
standards of identity as a means to
control economic adulteration appears to
162

have diminished. With the emphasis on
"common name" labeling, ingredient and
nutritional information requirements,
FDA must instead rely on misbranding
regulations to protect consumers from
unethical manufacturers and products.
Indeed, the discovery of misbranding
would seem to rest on factual information
almost exclusively, facilitating
enforcement.

As the process of food regulation
liberalization has evolved at FDA, many
both inside and outside the organization
have questioned the need for food
standards of identity to facilitate
regulation. The issue is motivated in part
by the success of the emphasis on
guidelines and additional labeling
requirements, but also by concerns that
food standards, as they are applied,
remain an impediment to current policy
objecth-res. In a speech given in 1978
entitle c.: "Major Changes in Food Policy?
The Time Has Come," an FDA official
suggested that standards of identity be
abolished and that they be replaced by
"greater reliance upon information
provided in food labeling" (Hutt 1984). In
December 1982, FDA Commissioner
Hayes called for a reassessment of food
standards "in light of the controversy
about their continued utility" (Food
Chemical News 1982). More recently,
FDA's Acting Director of the Center for
Food Safety and Applied Nutrition
warned that "food standards are dead as
a doornail," based on his opinion that
standards still prohibit the introduction
of many low-fat food products (Food
Chemical News 1988). These public
comments from within FDA apparently
represent a "testing of the waters" as a
first step towards more substantive
action.

Such comments have touched off
debate outside FDA about the viability of
food standards as a regulatory tool. A
more condemning report was fashioned



by the National Research Council's Board
on Agriculture, in its outlook for
innovations in animal product foods
(1988). Underscoring food standard
obsolescence, the NRC report notes that
the initiation of standards of identity
came at a time when "food science and
technology and most of the food industry
as we know it today did not exist" and
concludes that standards of identity for
some animal products are so restrictive
that replacing the high-fat or high-
cholesterol food components with nonfat
or low-fat ingredients is impossible. The
report, which focused on animal products
only, recommended that:
(1) federal food standards of identity be

made consistent and reduced in
number,

(2) restrictions on specific ingredients and
processing restrictions other than
those minimally necessary to maintain
basic characteristics of the food be
eliminated, and

(3) attention (by FDA) be given to
encouraging new, more nutritionally
desirable, food products.

In their defense, others argue that
food standards "have a purpose in
serving the public interest for order in the
food industry" (Agar 1989). Agar cites a
survey of U.S. consumers (McNutt et al.
1984) that concluded that FDA and USDA
should play a central role in establishing
food standards. Given this public
mandate, Agar argues that the present
law provides the flexibility for changing
the regulatory emphasis from a rigid,
lock-step approach, to one that allows for
diversity and innovation within the
context of the established standards.

Changes in
the Food Marketing Context

Profound changes have occurred in the
processed foods industries during the
20th Century. At the beginning the
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century, the commercial food processing
industries were a part of a commodity
system. Most food processing was done
in the household. The early food
processors were competing primarily
with households for market growth.
Almost no attention was given to
differentiation of products, while cost
reduction was paramount. The
application of emerging technology was a
most important aspect of this period.
Then, during the first decades of the
century, many of the food handling
processes were automated and taken into
mechanized, assembly line operations
rather than processes done by hand.
Hampe and Wittenberg (1964) discuss
pea shelling and fish cleaning. Clearly,
mechanization made these foods cheaper
and moved more of the processing from
the household to the factory. All of this
transition during the first third of the
century occurred within a commodity-
oriented system.

The study of different "stages" in
the food manufacturing industry shows
how much industry competition and
structural adjustment differs at different
times (Padberg and Rogers 1987). This
commodity-oriented stage lasted until
after WWII, when it was replaced by a
stage we called the "marketing
revolution." This stage focused on
adapting food products to changing life -
styles, rather than producing more
commodities more cheaply.
Characteristics of this developmental
stage are the emergence of nationally
advertised brands, an explosion of new
product introductions, and
comprehensive product differentiation
among brands. In response to this
changed focus of competition, a different
industry structure was required. The
large, often multinational, conglomerate
had intrinsic advantages in establishing a
brand umbrella for new products,
laboratory exploration of new product
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possibilities, and introduction and
distribution of new products. While this
stage dominated the two decades
following WWII, the same pattern is
important in the "strategic competition"
period that followed.

Several factors can be identified as
determinants of the marketing
revolution. Rising real income (doubling
of real income between the mid-1930s
and mid-1960s) did not bring on the
consumption of twice the amount of the
same commodities. Rather, it supported
demand for more convenient food
products and more variety. The number
of women in the work force increased
rapidly after WWII. Home refrigeration
made possible the distribution of
perishable processed convenience foods.
The expansion of the supermarket vastly
broadened the choice of food products
available. The development of electronic
media, especially TV, opened possibilities
and opportunities for introducing new
products and developing product brands
and images. A revolution in food
technology opened up more product
variety and brought more convenient
food products. All of these factors
brought a new emphasis to food
manufacturing, including its rapid
product evolution.

While standards of identity were
compatible with the early stage of
manufacturing commodity style
processed food, they have been generally
incompatible with the marketing
revolution and its emphasis on product
evolution and differentiation. Not only is
it increasingly difficult to define an
appropriate product standard, but fixed
product standards typically retard
adoption of new product improvements
or impede the use of emerging processing
technology. As our sense of nutritional
values has changed over the past few
years, it is common to desire less fat,
saturated fat, cholesterol, and sodium.
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But responding to these desires is made
more difficult because of standards of
identity. The 19th Century's commodities
evolved very slowly or remained fixed
for long periods of time; today's products
evolve much more rapidly. Standards are
simply a poor way to represent them.

In the first decades of this century,
a grocery store might stock 500 items or
less. Half of its sales might be in 12-15 of
the major staple commodities. In the
context of a food marketing setting where
most sales are in a dozen or so
commodities, standards of identity are
useful to seller and buyer. Both are
familiar with most products. It is
reassuring to know that those products
are reliably uniform and consistent in
value. It is more efficient to distribute
food in fewer transactions with many of
the purchases being in bulk and in large
quantity. Search costs are reduced by the
more accurate description of products.
Clearly, standards of identity were an aid
to efficient marketing of commodities in
this setting.

In the last decades of the century, a
typical grocery store offers 15,000 to
20,000 items. Super stores frequently offer
more than 30,000. Some of these are still
commodities, such as tomatoes, lettuce,
eggs, sugar. But most of the products are
formulated foods containing more
convenience and processing, and most
are differentiated products with changing
characteristics. Certainly it is these
differentiated, branded, and advertised
products that lead in establishing the
current trends. Even private label
products, often thought to be parasitic in
copying the success of advertised
products, have undergone a significant
pattern of evolution. Standards of
identity, a natural facilitator of
commodity marketing, have little use or
meaning in this modern setting.

Some manufacturers have chosen •
to abandon standards of identity because



of their interference with technical
changes. We are told that Kraft, Inc.,
typically manufactures cheese products
to modern specifications and uses brand
names rather than meeting standards of
identity and using generic names. As an
example, a new process to extract more
protein from whey is not permitted in the
standard although it enables more
efficient cheese production and superior
cheese. The new process is typically used.
The only time Kraft conforms to the
standard of identity is when making
cheese for sale to the U.S. goverment.

The Policy Paradigm Shift
The discussion has emphasized the
remarkable change in food industry
structure and behavior throughout this
century. The early period is one of
commodities flowing through small firms
whose behavior is controlled by
competition in markets. The later period
is one in which massive multinational
firms employ vast creative, technical and
communication powers to facilitate
changes in both the economy in general
and the lifestyles of individuals. Could
policies designed for one pattern fit well
the vastly different conditions of the
other pattern? Such a happy accident
could happen, but it is extremely
unlikely.

Is-there a recognition of a new
policy pattern? Is a new policy process
declared or more subtly discernible?
What is the essential theory of the new
paradigm? Is there a classification system
in which we can see the comparison of
the old and the new? Obviously, these are
developing issues (Padberg 1992). The
eventual answers are not clear. It is our
feeling, however, that some scale and
dimension can be observed concerning a
policy paradigm shift. We include our
tentative observations in the hope that
they will encourage further investigation
of this important matter.
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The contrast between the recipe
period and the guidelines period
illustrates an interesting transition. At the
outset, there were conditions of large
government with small firms and
households. Primitive technology for
communication and transportation
further de-emphasized the power of
private interests. Low income levels and
rates of technical change resulted in a
preference for simplistic products. In
these conditions the efficiency of free
enterprise was highly admired.
Goverment could make a few
facilitating interventions to further
increase the efficiency of markets.
Product definitions, market news, etc.,
were the typical and usual types of
specific, precise and definitive
interventions. They reduced the
ambiguity of the market place. We call
this a deterministic policy process.

In the more recent part of this
century, the deterministic way of
assuring product integrity (standards of
identity) is essentially and functionally
being superseded by nutritional labeling.
This policy is not deterministic at all. It
does not require a particular formulation
of a product; it simply requires disclosure
of essential product characteristics. We
call this a disclosure policy process. ,

In a mature democracy, disclosure
policy engages the concerns of the press
and consumer advocates in the
management of changing processes in the
food market. Since manufacturers are
aware of this, disclosure motivates them
to emphasize changes that meet public
approval. Disclosure also gives a
franchise to advertise disclosed facts,
affecting communication and involving
the public. Through these processes, the
shift to disclosure policy takes some of
the deterministic power away from the
policy agency, but at the same time, it
gives assistance to the agency by calling a
broader democratic involvement into the
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direction of basic change processes within
our society.

What are the advantages and
disadvantages related to this paradigm
shift from deterministic policy to
disclosure policy? The loss of direct
vested control is both a disadvantage and
an advantage. It is more difficult to
assure a particular result in the more
modern scenario. On the other hand,
frequently the agency with the
responsibility for managing a process of
evolution does poorly because its history,
its laws and its mentality are aimed at
maintaining deterministic standards.
While we could trust a public agency
with the responsibility for defining a food
commodity with the aim to make the
market more efficient, it is less clear that
the same public agency has the wisdom
to autocratically control the evolution of
foods and food behavior. In contrast, the
disclosure policy pattern fits the modern
conditions, bearing on a broader and
more participative process.

How general is this paradigm
shift? What is the evidence that it is
recognized and accepted? There is
evidence of similar policy evolution in
other areas. Efficiency of automobiles is
disclosed in mileage ratings. Appliances
must disclose power requirements.
Disclosure of toxic material in tobacco is
required on packages, and tire safety is
described in some ways by ratings
information. Thus, there is a growing
tendency among the public to appreciate
disclosure of basic information, as
evidenced not only by a growing pattern
of such policies, but also by their
popularity. The 1990 policy for
nutritional labeling had a long list of
sponsors and available or potential
sponsors and broad bipartisan support
(in one of the most divided congresses of
recent history). However, it is also true
that this paradigm shift has, as yet, little
formal recognition.
166

Phillips: I would second what Padberg says
about major paradigm shifts; grading and
standards are clearly one of those areas.

Hazards of a Paradigm Shift
A policy paradigm shift has exciting
intellectual aspects, but there are also
frustrating practical problems. Often the
new is put in place by different
constituents and agencies than those who
operated and managed the old.
Conflicting and overlapping jurisdictions
are usual. Most of the energy goes into
developing, establishing, protecting and
defending the new. Less energy goes into
cleaning up the old.

Many do not see standards of
identity and nutritional labeling as
related or interactive, yet it is clear that
they both have similar purposes. We
know of no current effort to discontinue
standards of identity, so they most likely
will continue at a general level of
disinterest and obscurity. Currently, it is
difficult to assess what their function is
and what would be affected if they were
discontinued. Not only are they difficult
to assess, but apparently no one is
interested.

Assessment of Current Standards
It appears that most of the original and
acquired purposes of standards of
identity have been discontinued or
superseded by other laws. In general, it is
unclear what a policy to stabffize a
product means in a period when product
stability is not necessarily what is
desired. An effort to assess the several
functions of standards of identity in the
context of their current usefulness
follows.

Maintaining Product Integrity
For example, the peanut butter standard
requires 90 percent peanut origin
material. The remaining 10 percent
allows the substitution of other fat for



some of the natural oil to give the
product a better texture and less of a
tendency to separate. The main reason for
the standard is to prevent manufacturers
from reducing the quality of the product
by further substitution of (cheaper)
ingredients. Such standards were much
like quality grades for food commodities;
however, they were meant to benefit
consumers, while quality grades were
developed mostly for commerce and
professional traders. Both maintained the
quality of the product and protected it
from dilution or adulteration with
cheaper ingredients. Today, the policy
has relaxed the requirements that
maintained product integrity, and it is
unclear if there are special areas where
the policy will be missed.

Consumer information
During the recipe period, ingredients did
not need to be identified on the label if
the standard was met. This was meant to
be a convenience for both consumers and
manufacturers. To give the manufacturer
an incentive to meet the standard, food
items were either staples or something
else. By meeting the standard, the
product could be labeled as a staple
(which was widely known and respected)
and, thereby, gain access to a broad
market. The ingredients of various
specialty and other products must be
labeled. Consumers would have to base
their trust in these nonstandard products
on the reputation of the local processor
and the listed ingredients. In contrast, the

Nutritional Labeling and Education Act
of 1990 requires all foods to be labeled for
both ingredients and nutrition whether or

not a standard of identity exists.
Although standardized foods require
common-name labeling for like products,
consumers are generally not aware of the

distinction.
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Food Safety
In the early decades of the 20th century,
complex and sophisticated food additives
were nonexistent. Preservatives were the
biggest food concern, followed by
additives, colorings, etc. Standards of
identity, the mainstream instruments for
food safety policy, effectively controlled
these early and primitive food additives.
As time went on, the range of food
additive substances and the purposes
they served—and the health and safety
concerns about them—multiplied.
Eventually, specialized regulation was
developed to provide more complex and
comprehensive control of food additives.
The famous Delaney "Food Additives
Amendment" was passed in 1958,
followed by the 1960 Color Additives
Amendment to regulate food additives,
and the first "safe and suitable"
functional ingredients standard in 1965.
Through this process, additives and the
food safety issues connected to them
were transferred to more specialized
regulations. Therefore, it seems unlikely
that standards of identity have much
connection with food safety any longer.

Market Facilitation
During the first decades of the 20th
century, policy was developed to
facilitate trade in commodities. When the
commodities came from farms and were
variable in quality, a system of quality
grades was developed. No. 2 yellow corn
defined the typical quality characteristics
of corn. Trade across a wide geographic
area as well as through time into the
future could be facilitated by use of this
quality grade. Price quotes and quantity
data could have more meaning because
they related to a defined commodity.

Standards of identity were an
extension of the commodity definitions
that were in wide and functional
application at the time but were related to
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the early processed foods from food
manufacturers and intended for
consumer food purchases. Typically,
these were canned and otherwise
minimally processed foods competing in
a context of commodities, so it was most
natural to treat them as commodities. At
their peak, standards of identity covered
almost half the value of food products
sold. Today, that share must be much
less. Understanding the uniform identity
of a commodity is not the way consumers
get or use market information today.
Thus, it is likely that the formerly
important role of standards in market
facilitation is no longer meaningful.

Conclusions
Standards of identity are a policy
instrument with a successful, though
contentious, history over the past
century. In an earlier time, they were an
important policy instrument providing
consumer information, assuring food
safety, and facffitating markets. To a
considerable degree, these functions have
been superseded by modern and
specialized policy. Changing technology,
both in ingredients and processes, have
made appropriate standards much more
difficult to develop and use. Therefore,
the importance of standards of identity in
the food supply has decreased as the

significance of food products as
commodities has declined. No new
standards have been developed for a
couple of decades. Fundamentally, food
standards may have outlived their
original usefulness in the context of
current food policy provisions and
priorities.

As we consider eliminating food
standards, however, a new set of issues
emerges. What is the importance of a
"naming convention"? Does it generally
protect consumers' concerns about
economic adulteration—or does it more
frequently protect traditional (and
frequently obsolete) products from
competition? Where and to what extent
should the power of government be
exercised in this matter? We cannot say
that there is no longer any possible value
provided by standards of identity. We do
observe that the usual, traditional and
documented purposes of this policy are
either meaningless or of very low
significance in the current marketing
context. If there are latent or
undocumented bases for such policy, a
modern justification is certainly needed.
Clearly, the implications for both
consumers and food manufacturers need
to be more fully understood before a new
basis for food standards can be presented.
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Phillips:
The remarks I make here are based on
Sporleder's and my paper "Implications of
Structural Change and Emerging
Technology for Public Policy Based on
Orderly Marketing Concepts"1 in last year's
proceedings. Orderly marketing concepts
definitely include grades and standards. Our
thesis was that orderly marketing concepts
and grades and standards were originally
set up to serve a food production,
processing, and distribution system that
presumed undifferentiated, mass-marketed
commodities. Structural and technological
changes have brought an agricultural
production system with many fewer and
larger farms producing a very substantial
share of the total agricultural output. At the
same time, the food and marketing complex
is entering a completely new technological
era. Biotechnology and information and
computer technology are bringing more
rapid technological change than ever before.
It's becoming almost impossible to keep up
with the changes going on in the private
sector, and together these forces are
moving the marketing system toward tighter
vertical coordination.

One thing that biotechnology
promises is that particular inputs will be
tailored to enhance quality and other
desirable characteristics. Consumer-
oriented strategies will become essential.
Products will be customized to consumer
demand. Previously standardized
commodities will be transformed into more

1 Food and Agricultural Marketing Issues for the 21st
Century, Daniel I. Padberg, ed., The Food and
Agricultural Marketing Consortium, FAMC 93-1, pp.

101-116.

Clayton:
My comments are somewhat at counterpoint
with Phillips. The changes Mike discusses
are coming, but perhaps not as fast as he
indicates. Maybe some of the changes he
discusses will come about in the next
century. Meanwhile, along with "re-inventing
government," the Agricultural Marketing
Service has been reexamining its programs.
Among these, we are looking at grading
standards and grading services. Should
public resources be used for this? Well, the
services are fully cost recovered. And a lot
of folks apparently find value in this activity.
There seems to be a strong sentiment for a
continued public involvement in grades and
standards.

One current effort is to develop
national standards for organic. This field has
been like the Tower of Babel. We need a
single, consistent language, uniformly
applied to facilitate trade in organic
products.

Standards provide a basis for
contract law (see Bromley's article in
Choices, 4th Quarter, 1993). They are also
necessary for price reporting. The Market
News Service must be based on uniform
standards. Further, the licensing system
needs standards.

But standards must be useful,
practical, and affordable. (They are on the
private "nickel.") With pork, there is nobody
to charge, so there are none. It will be
interesting to see how the pork industry gets
along on its own, without using government
standards. However, if a demand exists for
a standard, it will be there. In the lamb
industry, standards were breaking down.
Packers used either quality or yield. Now,
they're being hooked back together.
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Phillips continued
customized products. This new era will raise
the economic importance of genetically
improved, differentiated commodities
targeted at specific end uses. And these end
use markets will be very tightly vertically
coordinated. This new distribution system
and various exchange arrangements will
increasingly be able to accommodate
specialized, value-added types of products.
An implication is that these structural
changes and vertical coordination are
accomplishing some of the objectives of
orderly marketing which public programs
were originally designed to encourage. So,
in essence, price and market mechanisms
are developing that achieve, at least
partially, some of the orderly marketing
objectives. This suggests a need to evaluate
separately government programs intended
to facilitate private market functions and
those intended to monitor private market
behavior to assure that welfare is being
maintained. Programs and policies based on
orderly marketing aimed at facilitating the
functioning of private markets are more
likely to endure obsolescence than those
established for the purpose of monitoring.

Looking at some of these markets,
clearly we can see substitution of private
market facilitating for federal government
facilitation programs. Take, for example, the
area of fruits and vegetables. Here is a very
tightly vertically coordinated system. The
question is, what role is left for government
to facilitate market information, market
arrangements, in such a highly coordinated
system? Grading becomes much less
important. There's much less variation in
what is marketed today in the grocery
stores. But one of the criteria calling for a
grading system is product variation—that is,
variation gives a reason for grading. Yet,
new technology, especially genetic
engineering, is going to mean much less
variation in the biological product itself.
Thus, there will be even less need for
grading. Besides, the new labeling law

Clayton continued
The government signals through

standards. Consumers are demanding more
information about pesticide residues and
nutrition, including fat content. The
government has several possible roles in
response. For example, products can be
certified as free of certain substances.

There is a whole range of institutional
buyers from schools to prisons who apply
standards in making their purchases. These
are useful to them, so they know exactly
what they're gefting. They look to AMS for
guidance.

Besides the product, Ams is
concerned about process—and cost. We
are trying a Quality Management approach.

We are studying how we fit in with the
International Standards Organization. This
brings up the whole area of trade, for grades
and standards have the potential to serve as
nontariff barriers. GATT and NAFTA commit
the United States to sign on at some time to
international standardization. GATT will look
to CODEX Alimentarius for solving issues
and establishing protocols for inspection,
safety, and quality.

Phillips continued

(NLEA) to be enacted soon will provide
point-of-sale nutritional information on fruits
and vegetables to consumers, taking care of
much of their informational needs.

So, it's not only structural change, but
also technological change, that is reducing
the need for government facilitation,
especially the need to measure things that
are not varying much. As we go into the nod
century, it will be tantamount to question the
money that is going into these programs.
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Meyer: At first glance, Padberg and
Kaufman's paper on standards of identity
seemed outdated. My initial reaction was
"Off with them!"—the standards, that is, not
the authors. While modern technology does
offer many ways of duplicating the taste of
peanut butter or ice cream, it seems that
some standards should still require some
"trueness" regarding ingredients. That is, at
least don't allow an "emulsified petroleum
peanut-tasting product" to capitalize on
peanut butter's good name. I'm not a lawyer,
but this appears to me to be a matter of
property rights. Might anyone or anything
capitalize on peanut butter's good name in
the absence of standards of identity? An
answer should be known before we assign
standards to the scrap heap.

It's a matter property rights. From my
experience at NPPC, I feel safe to say that
we would have loved a standard of identity
that required pork content in any product
called ham or bacon, thus preventing the
marketing of turkey-based look-alikes. No
such standard existed (nor exists today) and
thus NPPC's challenge to the marketing of
turkey ham and turkey bacon was refused.
Julie Caswell, U. of Massachusetts:
Standards of identity were put in place to
protect consumers from being ripped off, but
now they need to be reconsidered. The
presumption was that there was economic
fraud if, for example, peanut butter did not
contain 90 percent peanuts. Now we'd like
to change to a less-fatty, healthier product,
but then we couldn't call it peanut butter.
The same holds for ice cream. And canned
fruit products have to have a high proportion
of sugar.
Sporleder: But it's still useful to maintain
the integrity of "peanut butter." There are
benefits to keeping the names.

• Sarahelen Thompson, U. of Illinois: There
are some benefits to keeping product names
intact. For example, consumers can
compare cream cheese on a price basis if
they all meet the same standard of identity.
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Gary Fairchild, U. of Florida: The
adulteration of orange juice was a highly
visible occurrence. Consumers felt ripped
off.
Padberg: In the future, nutritional labels will
more fully describe the product. Besides,
there are special laws to deal with additives.
As our lifestyles change, products (and what
we call them) will change.

Meyer: The comments of representatives of
the various government agencies attending
this conference are heartening. Their wish to
meet the needs of producers and marketers
is greatly appreciated. They want to do
whatever the system needs. I appreciate
their desire and believe that they have the
ability to accomplish what they see is
needed, if given enough resources. Yet I
question the ability of government agencies
to clearly see what is needed (they're simply
too far away) and the willingness of
policymakers to allocate enough resources
to the task at hand.

I believe the future of commodity
grading lies in the hands of the participants.
They must devise systems that serve the
purpose of classifying products by use,
reflecting logical demarcations of value, and
serving as a language useful in trade, both
domestic and foreign. I believe that govern-
ment agencies can facilitate this process
and that they can serve (possibly better than
anyone) as arbiters in administering the
grading systems. But, it is up to the people
involved in the systems to find ways to make
them better. I know we can.
Walt Armbruster, Farm Foundation:
What's the public benefit in private
standards?
Jones: There have to be incentives built in
for the private sector to produce public
benefits; the costs must exceed the benefits.
Zulauf: The private sector has a credibility
problem because of its bias. Consumers
think that the industry warps the system to
its advantage—and it probably does. The
government is the arbitrator. It establishes
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the criteria for private firms to meet. A third
party is needed in these matters.
Hayenga: But often the government is
rubber stamping what the private sector
does.
Sporleder: The government serves as a
third party. Perhaps even in the pork
industry pork producers may need the
assurance that they are getting fair
treatment.
Donald Raymond, Agriculture Canada:
The U.S. system is the benchmark for other
countries.
Sporleder: We have talked about the role of
grades. We've looked for examples of when
they've been useful. But the overall tone of
this session has been that the they're not all
that important. However, let me give you an
instructive example. At one time feeder
cattle grades were essentially the same as
fed cattle grades, and they didn't work for
the industry. So the industry went out on its
own (as the pork industry has done). Then
they got too many different ones, so, they
came to AMS and said they needed nine
uniform grades established—combinations
of small, medium, large and 1,2, 3. They
needed a third party to settle the matter. So,
here's a commodity grading system that was
privatized and then came back to the
government.

Clayton: This is not unusual. The industry
increasingly approaches AMS to do third
party certification. This neutral third party
role seems to come up all the time. It's not
that the government has an exclusive
domain as a neutral third party. Clearly,
there are others in the private sector who do
this. But nevertheless AMS has a steady
flow of requests. I wonder, as we become
more globally oriented, how will an
appropriate neutral third party, one who will
be recognized by other countries, be found?
Jones: The problem is that when AMS'
consulting role becomes a permanent
thing—then inertia sets in and actually
hinders the market process, making it cost
more.
Clayton: The largest portion of what AMS
does in the inspection area is on a voluntary
basis. We try to be responsive to our
customers. The downside of the
government's promulgating these official
standards is that it has to be done through a
deliberate public regulatory process. And it's
not surprising that we run into producers
and packers at total loggerheads on making
any changes to the standards. So,
sometimes AMS appears not to be as
responsive to what the market is looking for.
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